Abstract-We propose an efficient transfer Bayesian optimization method, which finds the maximum of an expensive-toevaluate black-box function by using data on related optimization tasks. Our method uses auxiliary information that represents the task characteristics to effectively transfer knowledge for estimating a distribution over target functions. In particular, we use a Gaussian process, in which the mean and covariance functions are modeled with neural networks that simultaneously take both the auxiliary information and feature vectors as input. With a neural network mean function, we can estimate the target function even without evaluations. By using the neural network covariance function, we can extract nonlinear correlation among feature vectors that are shared across related tasks. Our Gaussian process-based formulation not only enables an analytic calculation of the posterior distribution but also swiftly adapts the target function to observations. Our method is also advantageous because the computational costs scale linearly with the number of source tasks. Through experiments using a synthetic dataset and datasets for finding the optimal pedestrian traffic regulations and optimal machine learning algorithms, we demonstrate that our method identifies the optimal points with fewer target function evaluations than existing methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
B AYESIAN optimization (BO) is an approach for the global optimization of noisy and black-box functions that are expensive to evaluate [1] , [2] , [3] . BO has outperformed other state of the art global optimization algorithms on a number of benchmark functions [4] , and has been successfully used for a wide variety of applications, such as the automatic selection of machine learning algorithms [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , computer vision [10] , probabilistic programs [11] , sensor set selection [12] , chemical design [13] , material science [14] , [15] , and experimental particle physics [16] . BO uses a probabilistic model that is relatively inexpensive to evaluate as a surrogate for expensive target functions. Gaussian processes (GPs) [17] are commonly used for surrogates to model a distribution over target functions. The standard BO setting starts the optimization from scratch, assuming no prior knowledge about a target function. This lack of knowledge may sacrifice additional function evaluations for exploring the target function.
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finding traffic regulations to reduce congestion with different situations in an area. When the number of pedestrians on streets is different, the optimal traffic regulations are also different. Nevertheless, the optimal traffic regulations in certain situations can be optimal traffic regulations in different but related situations. Another example is the selection of machine learning algorithms with different datasets. If an algorithm works well in a dataset, it is also likely to work well in similar datasets. In these cases, the data in related optimization tasks often support the optimization of a target function.
In this paper, we propose a transfer BO method that can effectively and efficiently transfer knowledge on source optimization tasks to the target task. Our method uses auxiliary information that represents the task characteristics to transfer knowledge for estimating a distribution over target functions. In the example of the machine learning algorithm selection, the auxiliary information is such dataset's characteristics as the sample and feature sizes. For traffic regulation selections, the observed number of people can be used as auxiliary information.
Our proposed method uses a Gaussian process whose mean and covariance functions are modeled with neural networks that simultaneously take both the auxiliary information and feature vectors as input. By using the neural network mean function, the GP aims at reliable estimations of the target function far from the target observations or even without any target observations. With the neural network covariance function, the GP can extract nonlinear correlations between feature vectors that are shared across source and target tasks, which would help estimate the target function with fewer evaluations. The mean and covariance functions define the prior distribution of the target function, and the posterior distribution given target observations is calculated in a closed form with the GP framework. The nonparametric flexibility of the GP framework enables us to rapidly capture the target function with fewer target observations. The computational complexity for training the proposed model linearly increases with the number of source tasks, and that for calculating the posterior distribution does not depend on the number of source tasks. Therefore, the proposed method scales well to many source tasks.
Our technical contribution is that we develop a new method for Bayesian optimization with the following two advantages: 1) Our method can effectively transfer knowledge in other tasks using auxiliary information. 2) It can be trained efficiently with many tasks, where the computational cost for training scales linearly with the number of tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review related work. In Section III, we define our task and propose our method for a transfer BO based on NGPs. In Section IV, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method using a synthetic dataset and two datasets for finding optimal pedestrian traffic regulations and optimal machine learning algorithms. Finally, we present concluding remarks and a discussion of future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Many multi-task BO methods have been proposed, especially for hyperparameter optimization [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] . For example, multi-task BOs based on multi-task GPs [18] model functions in different tasks by considering their correlation. GPs can flexibly adjust the posterior distribution by their nonparametric properties, and work well with relatively few observations. This advantage is crucial for finding the optimum with fewer evaluations for BO. Nevertheless, their computational complexity grows cubically with the total number of observations. Therefore, it is computationally expensive to use data in many related tasks. Multi-task BOs based on Bayesian neural networks [19] scale well to many observations and can approximate functions with high precision. However, neural networks generally require many observations to achieve good performance. In addition, these methods do not use auxiliary information on tasks. Although previous works [23] , [24] , [25] used auxiliary information, they did not learn nonlinear interactions between the auxiliary information and black-box functions. On the other hand, the proposed method learns them by incorporating neural networks in both the mean and covariance functions with the GP framework.
Neural networks were previously incorporated into GPs [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] . For example, neural network covariance functions were previously used [29] , as were neural network mean functions [31] . However, these methods did not incorporate the auxiliary information and were not designed for transfer learning or BO. In addition, no previous work models both the mean and covariance functions with neural networks. However, we model both the mean and covariance functions of GPs with neural networks, and their efficacy is demonstrated in our experiments. Neural processes (NPs) [32] model a distribution over functions based on neural networks. With NPs, an encoder network embeds pairs of the features and function values into a representation space, and a decoder network estimates the mean and variance of the function value given the embedded representation and a feature vector. NPs, which are scalable, can use data in source tasks by neural networks. However, since NPs are parametric models, they are less flexible for adaptation to the given target observations than GPs, which are nonparametric models. In contrast, our GP exploits the nonparametric nature of swift adaptation to the target observations, even though the mean and covariance functions are modeled parametrically.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first give our problem setup for transfer BO in Section III-A. Then Section III-B constructs our GP 
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covariance function with parameter θ as a surrogate function model where the neural networks are trained with source tasks. Section III-C describes how the trained GPs are used to optimize a target task in the transfer BO framework.
A. Task
Suppose that we are given data on D source optimization tasks,
, where x dn ∈ R M is the nth feature vector of task d,
S is the task descriptor of task d, and D is the number of source tasks. Our goal is to find the maximum of unseen target function
to be informative for optimizing the target function. For example, in the case of the hyperparameter optimization of machine learning algorithms with many datasets, feature vector x represents a hyperparameter configuration, function value y is its test accuracy, and task descriptor r represents a dataset's properties, such as sample and feature sizes. Table I shows our notation.
B. Gaussian Processes with Neural Mean and Covariance Functions
We assume that the function of task d is generated by the following Gaussian process with task-specific mean and covariance functions:
where GP(m, k) is the Gaussian process with mean function m and covariance function k, m d (x) is the mean function of task d, and k d (x, x ) is the covariance function of task d.
Although the task-specific mean and covariance functions help fit each task, much data for each task are generally required for their estimation. To overcome this difficulty, we model the task-specific mean and covariance functions with neural networks that are shared across different tasks:
where m(·; ξ) is the mean function modeled by a neural network with parameter ξ, k(·, ·; θ) is the covariance function with parameter θ, g(·; ψ) is a neural network with parameter ψ, and the neural networks take both task descriptor r d and feature vector x as input. We call this the neural mean and covariance function Gaussian process (NGP). The two neural networks provide task-specific mean and covariance functions given task descriptor r d . By incorporating the property of the tasks with the task descriptors, NGPs can reduce the number of target observations necessary to fit the function. When task descriptors are unavailable, we simply omit r d from the definition of m(·) and g(·): m(x; ξ), g(x; ψ). Parameters ξ, ψ, θ are shared across all tasks, making it unnecessary to train them for target tasks at test time since they are trained with source tasks in advance. Figure 1 illustrates our proposed NGP. The mean function of GPs is usually set to zero since GPs with zero mean functions and specific kernels can approximate an arbitrary continuous function given enough observations [33] . However, GPs with zero mean functions estimate zero when the evaluation point is far from any other observations. On the other hand, with non-zero mean function m(·; ξ), NGPs can estimate the function even without any observations using task descriptors. This transferred mean function is beneficial especially for Bayesian optimization settings, where we estimate the function with fewer observations. Feature vector x is transformed by neural network g(x, r d ; ψ) before computing the covariance function by kernel k(·, ·; θ). Using this neural network attains flexible modeling of the correlation across feature vectors depending on task descriptor r d .
When the Gaussian observation noise is assumed, ∼ N (0, β −1 ), where β > 0 is the precision parameter, by integrating out task-dependent functions
, the log likelihood of the NGP given data on source tasks is given:
where
is the N d -dimensional column vector of the mean function values, and K d is the N d × N d covariance matrix of task d, whose (n, n ) element is given by k(g(x dn , r d ; ψ), g(x dn , r d ; ψ); θ)). Parameters ξ, ψ, θ, β are optimized by maximizing the log likelihood using stochastic gradient methods. The computational complexity for training the NGPs is O(DN 3 ) and it linearly scales with the number of source tasks, where D is the number of source tasks, and N is the number of observations in a source task. When we use the linear kernel, its complexity is reduced to O(DN ). In contrast, the computational complexity of the existing multi-task GPs with nonlinear kernels is O(D 3 N 3 ), which is prohibitive for many tasks.
C. Transfer Bayesian optimization
Using an NGP trained with data on the source tasks, we find the maximum of the target function based on the Bayesian optimization framework. For the target task, we iteratively choose the next point to evaluate and update the NGP posterior with the obtained observation.
The next point to query is selected by finding the maximum of an acquisition function for which we use the following expected improvement criterion [34] , [4] ,
where φ(·) and Φ(·) are the probability density function and the cumulative density function of the standard normal. y is the maximum target function value obtained so far, and µ(x) and σ(x) are the mean and standard deviation of the target function at x. The expected improvement was efficient in the number of function evaluations required to find the global optimum of many multi-modal black-box functions [35] . Other acquisition functions can also be used in our framework, such as upper confidence bound [36] , [37] , entropy search [38] , predictive entropy search [39] , and max-value entropy search [40] . Assume that we observed N d * points of target function f d * , where the observed feature vectors are
, and their function values are y
. With NGPs, given the target observations, the posterior distribution of the target function is calculated in a closed form by the following Gaussian distribution:
where k x = k(g(x, r d * ;ψ), g(x, r d * ;ψ);θ)) is the scalar kernel value at x, k * is the N d * -dimensional column vector of the kernel values between x and X * , K * is the N d * × N d * kernel matrix between the feature vectors in X * given by k(g(x d * n , r d * ;ψ), g(x d * n , r d * ;ψ);θ)), andξ,ψ,θ, andβ are the parameters trained with the source data.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We investigated the efficacy of our method using three datasets and compared it with existing approaches. We examined which characteristics of NGPs, such as task descriptors or mean and covariance networks, contribute to the performance gain by ablation tests. 
A. Data
We used the following three datasets: Synthetic, Traffic, and Classifier data. Table II shows the statistics of the datasets.
Synthetic data were artificially synthesized using GPs and neural networks. First, we generated 500 evenly spaced scalar values from -5 to 5. Second, one-dimensional feature vectors x were generated from these 500 values using four-layer feed-forward neural networks with 32 hidden units. Third, for each task, one-dimensional task descriptor vector r was generated from the standard normal distribution. Fourth, the task descriptor and the evenly spaced scalar values were concatenated. Fifth, we constructed two neural networks for mean function m(·) and covariance function g(·), which were four-layer feed-forward neural networks with 32 hidden units and one output unit. The parameters of the neural networks were determined uniform randomly. Sixth, the concatenated vector was mapped to scalar value y by an NGP with the RBF kernel and neural networks constructed at the fifth step. The numbers of source, validation, and target tasks were D = 100, 20, and 20, respectively. Figure 2(a) shows examples of the five tasks on the Synthetic data.
Traffic data aims to find the optimal traffic regulation for pedestrians, who were simulated using a multi-agent-based crowd simulator using the streets near National Stadium in Tokyo shown in Figure 3 . The pedestrians walked from train stations to the stadium, where each individual was assigned to one of three pairs of origin and destination (OD): from a certain station to an entrance gate of the stadium. The first OD was Station1 and Gate1, the second OD was Station2 and Gate2, and the third OD was Station3 and Gate1. A traffic regulation controlled the proportion of routes selected for each OD. There were two routes for the first OD and three routes for the second and third ODs. Thus, a regulation consisted of three proportions, such as 0:1, 0.5:0.5:0, and 0:0.25:0.75 for each OD pairs. Feature vector x was M = 8 dimensions, which correspond to the concatenated proportions, and the combination of such proportion amounts to 1,125 regulations. Function value y was the rate of the pedestrians who arrived at their destination before the one-hour simulation ended. In this simulation, arrival rate y may decrease with some regulations when the amount of traffic exceeds route capacities. We generated data on 152 tasks with different numbers of pedestrians for ODs. For example, a task was simulation results with 15,000, 5,000, and 20,000 pedestrians for each of the three ODs. Task descriptor r represented the population of each OD with S = 3 dimensions. We randomly generated 100 splits of source, validation, and target tasks, whose sizes were D = 100, 22, and 30. and the results were averaged over 100 splits. Figure 2(b) shows examples of the five tasks on the Traffic data.
Classifier data dealt with optimization tasks to find the best combination of a classifier and its hyperparameters for a given dataset. We used the following six classifiers in scikit-learn [41] : k-nearest neighbor method, support vector machines, Gaussian processes, random forests, neural networks and Adaboost. Feature vector x represented a classifier with its hyperparameters to be used, where the classifier and categorical hyperparameters were encoded by one-hot vectors, and these one-hot vectors and real-valued hyperparameters were concatenated. In the feature vector, the hyperparameters of the unused classifiers were set to zero. The dimension of the feature vector was M = 23. We used the following nine datasets for the binary classification [42] 1 : Australian, Breast-cancer, Diabetes, German-numer, Heart, Ionosphere, Liver-disorders, Sonar, and Splice. For each original dataset, we modified the feature and training data sizes to generate related source tasks with different difficulty as a classification problem. In particular, we randomly selected features to use with probabilities 1.0, 0.7, 0.4 and randomly selected training data to use with probabilities 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2. We constructed 108 datasets: nine original datasets × three feature sizes × four training data sizes. For each dataset, we calculated the AUC (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) on the test data with 229 combinations of a classifier and hyperparameters and used the AUC for function value y. The task descriptor was constructed by concatenating the training data size, the feature size, and a one-hot vector that specified the original nine datasets, which means that its total dimensions were S = 11. We generated 100 splits of source, validation, and target tasks, whose sizes were D = 80, 13, and 15, and averaged the results over 100 splits. Figure 2(c) shows examples of the five tasks on the Classifier data.
B. Comparing methods
We evaluated the following four versions of our proposed NGP based transfer BO: NGP-RMK, NGP-RM, NGP-RK, and NGP-MK. 'R' indicates that it uses task descriptor r. 'M' indicates that it uses neural network mean function m(·), and the method without 'M' (NGP-RK) used the zero mean function. 'K' indicates that it uses the neural network covariance function g(·), and the method without 'K' (NGP-RM) directly applies the RBF kernel without neural networks. For the mean neural networks, we used four-layer neural networks with 32 hidden units. For the neural networks for covariance functions, we used three-layer neural networks with 32 hidden and output units. When the task descriptor was used, we concatenated feature vector x and task descriptor r, and used the concatenated vector for the input of the neural networks for mean and covariance functions. We used the RBF kernel, and the batch size was 32. The validation tasks were used for early stopping. We optimized the neural network parameters and kernel parameters using ADAM [43] with learning rate 10 −2 . We compared our proposed method with the following six methods: Gaussian process (GP), transfer Gaussian process (TGP), neural process (NP), neural network (NN), neural network with task descriptor r (NN-R), and Random.
GP denotes a standard BO method that uses the zero-mean Gaussian process with the Matérn kernel. The GP does not use data on the source tasks. The TGP is a BO using the Gaussian process with the RBF kernel, where the kernel parameters were trained using data on the source tasks. The TGP is a simple form of a transfer BO method.
NP is a BO using a conditional neural process [32] , which is a stochastic model of functions based on encoder and decoder neural networks. The encoder transforms the set of feature and function value pairs of a task into a task-specific latent vector. The decoder estimates the mean and variance of the function value given the latent and feature vectors. We used 32-dimensional latent vectors and three-layer neural networks with 32 hidden units for the encoder and decoder.
NGP-RMK, NGP-RM, NGP-RK, NGP-MK, GP, TGP, and NP are all BO-based methods with different methods for modeling objective functions. For all the BO methods above, we used the expected improvement criterion for the acquisition function.
NN and NN-R are supervised neural network-based methods. With NN, a four-layer neural network with 32 hidden units was trained with feature vector x and function value y pairs in the source tasks. Then we selected the next point to query by finding the maximum function value of the trained neural network. NN-R uses task descriptor r as the input of the neural network of NN by concatenation with feature vector x. NN and NN-R do not use the data on the target tasks. Random selects the next point randomly.
C. Results Table III shows the average number of target function evaluations required to find the maximum point. The NGP-RMK achieved the best performance on all three datasets, indicating that the neural network mean and covariance functions as well as incorporating the task descriptors are beneficial for the transfer BO method. GP needed more function evaluations than NGP since GP could not use the information in the source tasks. Although TGP learned the kernel parameters using the data in the source tasks, the kernel parameters lacked rich expressive power to model functions in related tasks. On the other hand, NGP effectively modeled the task characteristics using neural networks. NP performance was worse than NGP because NP pretrained the encoder and decoder neural networks using the source tasks. It was difficult to flexibly fit the obtained data on unseen target tasks. In contrast, NGP adaptively estimated the posterior distribution with the target data using the GP framework. NN and NN-R used the data in the source tasks, but they could not use them in the target tasks. Therefore, they failed to model the target tasks that were different from the source tasks. Figure 4 shows the differences between the true maximum value and the maximum value obtained so far with different numbers of function evaluations. NGP-RMK minimized the error with fewer function evaluations. When there were no function evaluations, NGP-RMK, NGP-MK, and NP achieved low error since they learned the distribution of the target functions using the source tasks. Especially, NGP-RMK achieved the lowest error without function evaluations with the Synthetic and Traffic data since NGP-RMK used the task descriptor. Since GP could not use the information in the source tasks, its error in the early stage was almost the same with Random. NP did not effectively decrease the error compared with the other methods since it used pretrained neural networks for modeling the target functions. Figure 5 shows the estimated target functions using the Synthetic data with different numbers of target function evaluations by GP (a) and NGP-RMK (b). Although GP fit the true function near the observed points, it did not give good estimations far from the observed points. As a result, it required 24 function evaluations to find the maximum in this example. On the other hand, NGP-RMK gave a reasonable estimation without any function evaluations. It also reduced the variance near the observed points, and quickly fit the observed target function value. With this flexibility, even when the prior distribution of the functions is far from the target function, NGP-RMK can fit the target function by observing the target function values. NGP-RMK found the maximum point using only five function evaluations in this example. 
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a transfer Bayesian optimization method that identifies the maximum of a target black-box function by utilizing data on related optimization tasks. With our proposed method, Gaussian processes with neural mean and covariance functions are used for modeling distributions over functions. By training the neural mean and covariance functions using the data on related tasks, we found the maximum with fewer function evaluations. For future work, we plan to extend NGPs to structured features, such as sequences, images and graphs using recurrent, convolutional and graph convolutional neural networks [44] , [45] , [46] . Since NGPs learn covariance structure with neural networks, they should be robust to high dimensional feature space [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] . We also plan to leverage techniques for BO and GPs into our framework to improve the scalability with the number of observations in a task using sparse GPs [52] and to handle constraints [53] , [54] and batched queries [55] , [56] .
